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Team Away Days & Events 
at Haynes International Motor Museum
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SUMMARY 

The following pages list some of the ACF activities and events that can take place at Haynes International 
Motor Museum.

We can provide a range of team activities to meet a groups requirements. From a simple team bonding 
session of Laser Clays shooting, to an active afternoon playing It’s a Knockout. Whether you have a small 

group of 8 for half a day, or 100 guests with you all week, ACF can put together a package to suit. 

All of ACFs events are put together on a bespoke basis, and the activities on offer are not limited to what has 
been detailed in this brochure. Please call us to discuss ideas. 
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INDOOR TEAMBUILDING CHALLENGES
Up to 2 hours, £45 per person, minimum of 12 people

ICE BREAKERS 
The uneasy start to the day can be avoided by 
exercises designed to create a feeling of unity 
rather than embarrassment. A successful ice 
breaker will engage the audience quickly and 
create the foundation of a focused group of 

individuals.

JOHARI CHAIRS
This fun interactive getting to know you game 
can un-earth some interesting unknown facts 

about members of the team. 

PLATE SPINNING 
Learn this traditional circus skill, always 

guaranteed to put a smile on everyone’s faces. 
Fun and lively, and not as easy as it seems!

PAPER HIGHWAY  
The challenge of each team assembling and 
connecting their part of the Paper Highway 

seems simple … as with all construction projects 
there are obstacles and set backs to be 

overcome

LOST 
Our facilitator sets the scene where by your team 

are the only survivors of a plane crash. You and 
your team will need to discuss and plan the items 
needed to survive. This exercise always promotes 
lively conversation as delegates battle between 

personal feelings and the good of the group!

SPACE SHUTTLE
By listening to and giving basic instructions you 

must assist the team in creating an exact replica of 
the space ship model you have in front of you. 

TOWER CHALLENGE 
Teams are challenged to build the largest tower of 

the day. Building materials will be given to each 
team and certain building criteria need to be met! 

INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE 
Steal the trade secrets of a major competitor. 
There is a twenty second gap in the security 

guards rounds, which enables you to rush into the 
room and copy the prototype. 
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TEAMBUILDING CHALLENGES
Up to 3 hours, £65 per person, minimum of 18 people   

BOMB DISPOSAL 
Against the clock the teams must complete a series of challenges and reach the 

bomb. Will you retrieve the right clues to crack the code? 

CONNECTIONS
Your objective is to build railway around an Island. Each team is allocated a 

section to build with various roles to fulfil. Although the group is in teams, this is 
a collaborative exercise designed to encourage delegates to look at the bigger 

picture and avoid “silo” thinking.

TREBUCHETS
The Trebuchet Challenge requires teams to construct their war machine and land 
their missiles at various targets. Once the siege weapon is deemed fit for purpose 

the chosen missile must hit three targets including the castle wall. 

SHIPWRECKED 
The mission is to escape from a sinking vessel with the aid of floating icebergs, On 

the way you have the chance to collect survival items floating in the ocean. Will 
your crew cross in time and survive?

SHEEP & SHEPHERD 
The shepherd must secure all of his sheep (blind-folded members of your team!!) 

in a pen with the use of a whistle only - no other means of communication are 
allowed.



VIRUS ATTACK 
Contamination Alert! A localised Virus has been released into a contained area.  Your 

challenge is to safely remove the container and deposit it into a ‘safe zone’. All is not as 
easy at it may first seem, and no person or object used can touch the contaminated 

area around the virus. 

SWEET SENSATIONS
The aim of this challenge is to plan, budget and build a sweet delivery facility for ACF 

Candy Ltd using ‘purchase’ materials. Every minute counts as there will be limited time 
(and money) available.

PITSTOP CHALLENGE 
Teams must plan, budget and build a non-motorised speed machine using the 

materials provided. Every minute counts so it isn’t just the vehicle that has to be quick! 
Your team must plan your ‘go-kart’ design.  Health & Safety regulations must be 

enforced, along with the ‘Racing Boards’ rules and mechanical specs! 

ELECTRIC FENCE 
Your team are tasked with the job of constructing a means of climbing out of the 

electric compound without coming into contact with the fence. Can the group keep 
calm, work together and solve the problem given that the clock is ticking?

SPIDERS WEB 
Every member of the team must travel from one side of the web to the other, through 
different holes, as quickly as possible. But beware of the restrictions – if any part of the 

body or clothes or hair touches the web the whole team must start again!

TEAMBUILDING CHALLENGES
Up to 3 hours, £65 per person, minimum of 18 people   
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TEAMBUILDING ACTIVITIES
Up to 3 hours, £85 per person, minimum of 18 people   

LASER CLAY SHOOTING 
An all-weather alternative to Clay Pigeon Shooting using a hi-tech system 

which closely simulates the real thing.

BUNGEE RUN
Guests will compete in a Head to Head competition to see who can run 

the furthest along the inflatable whilst attached to a bungee cord. 

HUMAN TABLE FOOTBALL
The two teams face each other surrounded by the inflatable. 

The players must work as a team, co-ordinate and move in time with their 
team mate who is also attached to the same pole as themselves in order 

to score goals. 

INFLATABLE OBSTACLE COURSE
An Inflatable Obstacle Course will offer a great mixture of fun and variety. 
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AIR RIFLE SHOOTING
With four people shooting at once this is the perfect opportunity to practice 

shooting on a range of different targets. Knock down tiny ducks or larger rat and 
squirrel targets; there is also a selection of spinning targets for the real sharp 

shooters. 

SEGWAY JOUSTING 
Once you have picked up the skill of riding our Segways, pick up a jousting lance 

and hook the rings off the stand to score points!. 
(2 Segways included) 

ARCHERY
Learn the skill of this medieval sport.  This popular corporate activity may not be 

as easy as it looks, but with our experienced archer at hand even complete 
beginners will soon be hitting gold. 

TEAMBUILDING ACTIVITIES
Up to 3 hours, £85 per person, minimum of 18 people   



TEAMBUILDING ACTIVITIES
Up to 3 hours, £125 per person, minimum of 18 people   

SEGWAYS 
Our Segways are totally unique and your 

guests will be stunned by the versatility of 
these machines and the fact that anyone can 

get to grips with them in minutes. 
(4 Segways provided)

MILITARY MISSIONS
Put your team through a series of military 

exercises which will test their 
communication, leadership and teamwork. 
Can they complete the Mission Impossible?

HONDA PILOTS
Speed around the dirt track in these 

American style dune buggies to see who can 
gain the fastest lap of the day. Our 

challenging courses have a variety of testing 
corners and are excellent fun whether it is 

wet or dry.

FALCONRY 
This experience offers the chance to 

participate in the most ancient field sport: 
This involves watching a short display and 
sending one off for a flight and returning 

back to land on your arm.

DUCK HERDING 
Using our very well behaved dog, control 

him to guide the ducks over bridges, 
through gates, across the cross roads, 

before heading back to base.

BLIND 4x4 DRIVING
Take the drivers seat, position your blindfold 
and you’re off! Our instructor will guide you 

around a twisty course whilst your 
colleagues hang on in the back and use 

various forms of communication to direct 
you!
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EVENING ENTERTAINMENT
Approximate Prices for Game / Quiz Shows 

£40 per person, minimum of 35 people. 

GAME / QUIZ SHOWS 
Race Night, Movie Quiz Night, Golf Masters, Game of Their Own 

GIANT GAMES  
Scored Tournament or ‘Free Play’ 

ENTERTAINING
Singing Waiters, Bands, Comedians, Murder Mystery, Cocktail Bar

FUN FAIR STALLS
Pick a Peg, Splat The Rat, Lucky Dip, High Striker  

THEMING 
Winter Wonderland, Fire & Ice, 80’s, Chicago, Arabian Nights 

CASINO NIGHTS
Blackjack, Roulette, American Dice  

Whether your holding a Hollywood Oscars Night, a Caribbean 
Summer Party or a Christmas Do. We have recommendations 
to enhance your evening to make it fun and memorable! We 
have hundreds of recommendations. Below are listed just a 

handful of suggestions. 
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Well Done! Everyone was so impressed with the whole day. Please thank everyone concerned, we will not 
hesitate to recommend you to other areas of our business. (Wessex Water) Utilities Company 

TESTIMONIALS

The only word to describe last Friday is “SUCCESS” and this is due to the ACF work and management on the day. 
We are having a lot of good feedback, including : “I couldn't remember a time with so many people smiling 
around the site!” Large Engineering Company 

Aaron and his team were superb. They worked well with myself and my team to ensure an enjoyable night was 
had by all. They adapted to suit our needs on the evening and I would highly recommend them to other units to 
use for activities. Thank you. Public Sector 

Really well organised, all the team thoroughly enjoyed - even those that cringe when we tell them we are doing 
a team building event! Airbus 

The activities met our objective perfectly, the blind 4x4 driving was great fun, very well organised thank you :) 
Imperial Tobacco 
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INVESTMENT

Prices subject to final confirmation of activities, availability & numbers. 
Activities are fully flexible: please call our team to 

re-design any specific request.

All of our Team Days are put together on a bespoke 
basis. The number of people taking part and the 

combination of activities chosen vary greatly, so we 
price each event individually.  

As a guide, some prices have been listed on each of the 
pages above. 


